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Implicit attitude toward sustainable consumption was measured using modified version of IAT, and related to evaluations of

sustainable products and post-exposure behavior changes. We observed the goal compatibility effect between self-regulatory goals and

targeted recipient, only when participants' implicit attitude toward sustainable product is relatively low.
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relationship commitment and trust. Relationship commitment and trust are hypothesized to positively impact consumer compliance and 
consumer cooperation while negatively impacting or reducing consumer uncertainty. 

In conclusion, the relationships between shared values and relationship commitment and trust have been established in the literature 
acting as mediating variables between shared values and outcomes (Morgan and Hunt 1994). However, within the healthcare context, 
the impact to co-production has not been examined. Recent research calls healthcare a “fertile field for services research” (Berry and 
Bendapudi 2007). This research contributes to understanding the impact of consumer participation on outcomes and offers healthcare 
practitioners the opportunity to create innovative care programs aimed at reducing the percentage of preventable deaths in the United States. 
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Promoting sustainable consumption is a key goal of numerous academic researchers, corporations, government agencies, and non-
government organizations. Across the world, various campaigns are being carried out to promote sustainable consumption among various 
publics (Nisbet, 2009). However, ‘sustainability’ remains a concept that is yet to be clearly understood (Oepen and Hamacher, 2000), 
indicating a fundamental problem relating to a lack of appropriate communication strategy. A lack of understanding of the meaning of 
‘sustainable consumption’ may hinder their interests towards the necessity for change in current consumption behavior, thus it must be 
explained in carefully framed information-based campaigns to increase public awareness (Kolandai-Matchett, 2009).

A sizeable literature has accumulated testing message framing effect on persuasion, extensively in how self-regulatory goal framing 
influence the effectiveness of advertising messages. Higgins (2002) used the terminology regulatory fit to describe two distinctive 
processing styles by which goals are perused: promotion and prevention, and its strategic means during goal pursuits. A promotion focus 
is geared to motivate to attain advancement and achievement by approaching matches to end-state. A prevention focus, in contrast, is 
geared to motivate people to achieve protection and security by avoiding mismatches to desired end-state. When the persuasive message 
serves self-regulatory goal and compatible strategic, message recipients feel right during message reception, thus, attitude becomes 
more favorable (Avnet and Higgins, 2006).

When measuring the effectiveness of environment-related message, the most controversial issue is how to capture the construct of 
‘Environmental Attitude’, a crucial construct in environmental psychology. Studies measuring environmental attitudes have generally 
used direct self-report. However, research has shown a weak link between explicit environmental attitudes and behavior (e.g., Bamberg 
2003). As noted by Beckmann (2005), “Who actually would dare to admit disinterest or even anti-environment attitudes?” (p. 281), there 
is a strong social desirability element with the self-report measures that may systematically increase the mean ratings or decrease the 
variability of evaluations (e.g., Bruni & Schultz, 2010). Although several researchers developed scales while acknowledging participants’ 
impression management occurs in survey responses (e.g., Connectedness to Nature Scale, Mayer & Frantz, 2004), these alternative 
measures may not entirely rule out social desirability effect.
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The study outlined in this presentation drew upon the literature on regulatory fit and how to effectively measure attitudes about 
the environments. Specifically, we tested whether message recipients are affected by goal framing, targeted recipient and pre-existing 
implicit attitude. Implicit attitude toward sustainable consumption was measured using modified version of the implicit association test 
(Greenwald, 1998). This modified version of IAT assessed a person’s implicit associations between “sustainable product” and “positive 
affect” by rapid categorization tasks. Participants received regulatory focus priming about positive (or negative) end-state of the self 
(or the earth), evaluated sustainable product using 7-point affect scales (Crites, et al., 1994). We hypothesized that promotion-primed 
participants would evaluate a sustainable product more favorably when the usage of product benefits the planet (compatible) than when 
it benefits the self (incompatible), and the reverse would be true for prevention-primed participants. However, this goal compatibility 
effect would be observed only among low-IAT participants. 

We analyzed the data by means of an analysis of variance as a 2 (IAT: high or low) x 2 (recipient: the planet or self) 2 (regulatory 
focus prime: promotion or prevention) between-subjects factorial design. The results showed that high-IAT participants evaluated the 
sustainable product more favorable than low-IAT participants (5.33 versus 4.88; F(1, 394)=11.65, p<.00). Furthermore, regulatory focus 
prime × recipient interaction was marginally significant (p=.05); prevention-primed participants evaluated the sustainable product more 
favorably when the usage benefits the planet than the individual, whereas promotion-primed does not differ by proposed recipients. 
More central to our hypothesis, we observed the predicted three-way interaction among regulatory focus, recipient, and implicit attitude 
(p<.001). Subsequent analyses conducted separately for the two implicit attitude groups showed a regulatory focus × recipient interaction 
in the low-implicit attitude group (F(1, 199)=9.68, p<.01), conceptually replicating Aaker and Lee’s (2001) findings. The results of 
planned contrasts showed that prevention-primed participants evaluated a sustainable product benefitting the planet more favorably than 
did promotion-primed participants (M=5.74 versus 5.28; F(1, 103)=5.34, p<.05). The reverse was true for a self as a recipient (M=4.58 
versus 5.18; p<.05). For the high implicit attitude group, participants evaluated a sustainable product more favorably when promotion-
primed than prevention-primed (M=5.51 versus M=5.17; F(1, 195)=4.00, p<.05), regardless of a recipient. 

After three weeks, 250 participants returned to the lab for the post measures. We asked participants to indicate use of household 
goods in the past three weeks. These items were selected from the General Ecological Behavior (GEB) scale (Kaiser, & Wilson, 2000); 
4 items were measuring sustainable product consumption behavior, and the other half was about instant use products. The results of 
2 (compatibility: compatible versus incompatible) x 2 (implicit attitude: high versus low) ANOVA on the recent ecological behavior 
index yielded a main effect of compatibility. As predicted, frame-recipient compatibility had a significant effect on recent behavioral 
change; participants who received compatible priming (M=3.67) to the recipient of the product use showed higher score in ecological 
behavior index than the participants who received incompatible priming (M=3.39) to the recipient of the action (F(1, 249)=6.19, p<.05). 
In addition, a main effect for implicit attitude emerged revealing that high-IAT participants (M=3.68) scored higher in ECCB index than 
low-IAT participants (M=3.40). However, the interaction was marginally significant (p=.08).

Consistent with our predictions, we observed the goal compatibility effect, in immediate evaluations and post-exposure behavior, 
only when participants’ implicit attitude toward sustainable product is relatively low; the effect disappeared when participants’ implicit 
attitude toward sustainable product is high. This implies that environmental message should be carefully framed upon the context, and 
social desirability concerns should be factor in further development in environmental attitude measures.
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